
6th FAI WORLD YAK 52 
AEROBATIC CHAMPIONSHIP



1. Location. Mogilev region

Mogilev is a beautiful
city in eastern Belarus.
It was established on
the bank of the Dnieper
River more than seven
centuries ago.

Its population is about
371 000 people.

It is the administrative
center of Mogilev
Region and the third
largest city in Belarus.



MOGILEV

Mogilev region
The Mogilev region is
in the eastern part of
Belarus and borders
with Russia. The center
of the region is the city
of Mogilev (371,000

people).
The region has a
glorious history. The
cities Mogilev, Krichev,
Mstislavl are known
from the XII-XIII c.c.
Like the whole Belarus
the Mogilev land was
many times the arena of
fierce battles and only
monuments remind us
now about that times.

1. Location. Mogilev region



All competitors of the 6th FAI WORLD
YAK 52 AEROBATIC CHAMPIONSHIP
will get a free Belarusian visa.

2. Free visa to Belarus



All participants and officials will be
accommodated for the whole competition
period. Offered hotels and country houses
are located within a 10km radius from the
airfield (15 minutes drive).

3. Accommodation



� 53°57'19,46" N, 
030°05'39,45" E 

� Elevation: 194m

� Runway: 
� 2566х42 m, 
� 129°-309°

� Radio data: 
� 127.1 MHz,
� 133.0 MHz

4. Venue. Airfield information
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5. AEROBATIC BOX



The general terrain layout in
Mogilev region is flat with the
elevation not over 200m
above sea level.
In the second half of summer
there are usually good
meteorological conditions.
The visibility is more than 10
kilometers.
The average temperature in
July - +19-22 °C. You may
also expect afternoon
temperature above +26 °C.
Prevailing winds are west and
south-west. Wind speed - 2-
5 m/s.

6. Meteorological conditions



There are 7 YAK 52 aircrafts
available for rent on the site of the
competition.

7. Aircraft rent



7. Aircraft rent



For PILOTS

€1500

For TEAM MEMBERS

€1200

For PILOTS using their 

OWN AIRCRAFT

€1000

8. Entry fees



The entry fee includes:
• shared accommodation;
• continental breakfast, lunch, 

dinner, beverages;
• transfers hotel-airfield-hotel;
• aircraft for four competition and 

one training flight of 15 min;
• fuel and oil for these flights;
• participation in all events 

arranged by the organizer;
• CIVA sanction fee (€160 per 

pilot).

8. Entry fees



Welcome  to Belarus!

Thank you for attention!

Anton Bystrov
Secretary General of the 
Belarusian Federation of Air Sports
secretary@bfas.by
+375 29 6826815

Ivan Kasim
Head of the Mogilev Aeroclub
 akvictoria@tut.by
+375 29 6251228


